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The main exercise concerning racing and special 
preparatory exercises that are the essence of motor 
stereotype of the player. They are fundamental and 
specific strokes in tennis game tricks and tactics - 
technical combinations.

Special preparatory exercises are mostly imitation 
of racing in its structure and performance.
Total preparatory exercises differ from the main means 
partially or completely. They are helping to solve the 
common tasks of preparing the player. Is represented 
by means of breaking the monotony of racing classes 
and stimulating influence and improve all physiological 
processes, organs and body systems.

The main and additional resources to the technical 
training the player is determined by the structure of 
classical techniques: holistic, decomposed and mixed 
with relief or impede the implementation conditions. 
Find direct application methods such as verbal and 
nonverbal, talk, explain, lecture, guidelines, and other 
shades; methods to visualize, display, demonstration, 
kinogrami, video, training films and other media.

Methods of propulsion are initial training- 
comprehensive, segmented,mixed, race game soft 
or difficult conditions. Dosing is dependent on 
loading methods such as uniform, continuous and 
intensive variable, with a break method - repeated 
and repeated interval. Organizational forms of 
sport and technical initial training in tennis. 
In the initial basic training of each stroke is used mainly 
frontal workout, all players perform special exercises 
and preparatory time. This allows efficient solving tasks 
in the preparatory and final part of the session.

Group training
               Tennis players are divided into groupsaccording 
to gender, physical ability, level of technical and tactical 

preparation and content of the session. Each group put 
updated tasks that are executed sequentially. Advantages 
of group training is that tennis players are dealing with 
different means and the principle of deferentsiranost. 
This allows for collective interactions.

Flow Workout
It is due to the rapid succession of one or more 

exercises that are performed without interruption in the 
flow. It is applicable to more advanced riders. Could also 
be used when working on the training wall.

Free  form of training
Tennis players with years of training experience 

is recommended to conduct business through this form, 
tailored to individual plans to address specific technical 
tactical task.

Form of individual training
Tennis player decides their tasks individually, 

in occupation can be incorporated and more tasks to 
achieve the solution of game situations. Form has the 
following advantages:
- individually metered load;
- self-control and reporting of performance;
- tailored to the individual race mode

Phases of the motor habit formation and 
implementation stages of the art tennis.

Stage-visualization of the movement, which will 
be studied.
- terminological explanation and clarification of its 
application;
- verbal description of the motor habit, such as full 
motion, accompanied by a demonstration, the objective 
is to create a proper visual idea of   the motility of the 
movement;
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- explaining the key points of the kinematic chain of 
movements, accompanied by a demonstration in delayed 
implementation;
-	 player performing better movementdemonstrate to 
other players and the trainer said the difference between 
correct and incorrect implementation. Second-stage 
engine idea of   creating rudimentary skills

Initial imitation performances are an opportunity 
to build a visual idea of   complementary motor idea. 
Correction of muscle stiffness, unnecessary movements 
and discrepancies between visual and motion picture.

As a final result of multiple repetitions and 
visual image, movement and correct detail. This allows 
synchronization of the different phases of stroke.

Primary skill to carry out strikes occurred in the 
following sequence:
- ideomotor Simulation and execution of shots without 
the ball;
- Learning Impact on preferential terms through specific 
preparatory exercises to correct structural motor habit. 
Automation of motor habit is a major goal and is 
achieved through conscious multiple repetitions.

Third stage is responsible for correct motor 
movements under full control. Shock consolidation is a 
major task, ideomotor tennis player performs the shot 
without error elements.

Fourth stage, completing the motor 
habit, due to the stabilization of automation 
and motor action, which is a motor response. 
Stage five - variation of strokes and its application

Here stabilize motor habit and work on his 
flexibility. Pedagogic-methodological guidelines were 
hit in the implementation of changing conditions and 
others.

Baseline  position  a expectantly learn in advance. 
Expectant position goes to 30-40 cm behind the final 
baseline. It is a racket head higher  than the grip of the 
racket is perpendicular to and directed at the court. With 
fingers of left hand holds the neck of the racket.

The body is in a stable standing apart, translated 
slightly forward, feet are shoulder width apart with bent 
knee and hip joints. Body weight is transferred onto the 
toes. This position provides a good steady position and 
ability to respond quickly to move in all directions.

We note the difference between baseline and 
expectant position. In the baseline position is static 
and only absorb elements of the main shocks, while 
the starting position is expectantly, napodobavashta 
element of sprint races. Gaze is always directed 
towards the opponent‘s actions on the court and field. 
Early start to address the ball and quickly regroup 
for the next attack are characteristics of good riders. 
The technique of each stroke in tennis is determined 
by the grip of the racket. Individual style is influenced 
largely by the skill and variativnosta movement of the 
hand. Continuous rigor required to use this skill.

Baseline - elements
- rocket behaves in phase forehand
- left hand adjustable neck rocket

- racket head is located above the grip
- knees and hips are bent
- body is bent slightly forward, feet parallel and 
shoulder-width apart, weight is on toes
- ball is monitored with a view
- thrust right in the movement with the left leg and left 
- right
- shoulder and torso move in the direction of movement 
The proper occupation of the starting position 
allows for Anticipating time approaching the ball 
and the first binding action of each player istaking 
the correct position before and after each stroke. 

CONCLUSION
Completing this course of initial training tennis 

player should know and be able to do:
1. Way of holding the racket (clutch)
2. Forehand by place
3. Backhand from place
4. Movement on the forehand with the court
5. Movement with a backhand court
6. Volley smach
7. Serve
8. Dictionary of the rules and the player
9. Equipment and equipment training
To master the first level primary education:
1. Forehand liftiran
2. Forehand striking
3. Backhand liftiran
4. Backhand striking
5. Retur
6. Specific shocks (lobe, ground attack, short ball 

and volleys shortened)
7. Playing a set in race conditions 
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    Apstrakt 
 Fizi~kite ve`bi pretstavuvaat osnovno prakti~no sredstvo za tehni~kata podgoto-

vka. Tie se definirani kako osnovni i dopolnitelni. Pri po~etnoto obu~uvawe na sekoj 
udar vo tenisot, prete`no se koristi frontalniot trening. Pritoa, site teniseri pri-
menuvaat istovremeno podgotvitelni i specijalni ve`bi. Na toj na~in, se ovozmo`uva efi-
kasno re{avawe na zada~ite vo podgotvitelniot i zavr{niot del  na terningot. Neposredna 
primena vo taa nasoka imaat pove} verbalni i neverbalni metodi: beseda, objasnuvawe, pre-
davawa, uka`uvawa, kako  drugi nagledni metodi: poka`uvawe, demonstracija, kinogrami, 
videotehnika, multimedija, nastavni filmovi i sli~no. 

    Клучи зборови: op{ti podgotvitelni ve`bi, specijalni podgotvitelni ve`bi, 
    organizacioni formi na obu~avawe, fazi za formirawe motorni naviki, 
    sportski teniski elementi
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